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View detailed financial information, real-time news, videos, quotes and analysis on The Southern Co.
(NYSE:SO). Explore commentary on The Southern Co. and hear what the experts at TheStreet are ...
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This page lists English translations of notable Latin phrases, such as veni vidi vici and et cetera. Some of the
phrases are themselves translations of Greek phrases, as Greek rhetoric and literature reached its peak
centuries before the rise of ancient Rome.
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The first deuterated drug has finally been approved by the FDA. Itâ€™s Austedo (deutetrabenazine), from
Teva, and it targets Huntingtonâ€™s chorea. This is an interesting development on several levels. The idea
of adding deuteriums (instead of plain hydrogens) to drug structures had been kicking
The First Deuterated Drug Arrives | In the Pipeline
A little birdie told me some of you have written to CalPERS and other California officials about the pending
private equity reform bill, AB 2833.
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